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Auto Skywalker Haze With her sky-high THC percentage of no less than 26.2%, she is one of the strongest autoflower genetics in the world! 
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Price 
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Base price with tax 25,00 €

Price with discount 22,73 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 25,00 €

Sales price without tax 22,73 €

Discount 

Tax amount 2,27 €
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Why should I buy Auto Skywalker Haze feminised seeds?
Auto Skywalker Haze is a very potent autoflower with a sky-high THC percentage averaging between 20-25%

In addition to a very potent cannabinoid profile, this Sativa dominant auto also has a strong terpene profile with mainly lemony haze notes

Auto Skywalker Haze is easy to grow and takes an average of around 12 weeks to fully mature from seed to harvest

In addition to a very potent effect, this Sativa autoflower also produces a large yield, being medium to large plants with XXL potential

Auto Skywalker Haze has a powerful aroma with sour, sweet fruity notes of lemon and spicy haze
Auto Skywalker Haze has a very pungent and fruity aroma! The incredibly firm and frosty buds give off a strong lemony, yet sweet, haze-like
scent. The citrus and haze notes are clearly dominant.

The combination of the fruity, sour, pungent citrus-dominant terpene profile with the more pungent, spicy haze character makes this a strain for
real enthusiasts.

The buds are completely covered in trichomes and in addition to providing a high cannabinoid profile. It also gives a true taste explosion. The
terpenes are in abundance and they provide an exceptionally strong fruity haze taste. Don't wait any longer - put this lady in your grow room
now, she certainly won't disappoint!

Auto Skywalker Haze is currently the world's most potent autoflower with a THC percentage of no less than 26.2%!
Auto Skywalker Haze is currently Dutch Passion's most potent autoflower with THC levels over 25%! 26.2% to be exact! This makes this strain
even stronger than most of the photoperiod seed strains currently available worldwide.

This is a very potent autoflower that you have to show respect for. Even a small joint can hit really hard and keep you intoxicated for several
hours. The ideal strain for experienced smokers who prefer to enjoy the strongest possible joint/vape!

What exactly are the genetics in Auto Skywalker Haze?
By crossing Skywalker Haze with Auto Amsterdam Amnesia, our team has created one of the strongest Sativa-dominant autoflowering Haze
strains the cannabis industry has seen to date.

The feminised Skywalker Haze is a cross of our original and classic Skywalker variety, which consists of a cross of Mazar x Blueberry which in
turn is crossed with an Amsterdam Amnesia from the Amsterdam underground scene.

By crossing this photoperiod Skywalker Haze genetics with Auto Amsterdam Amnesia, Auto Skywalker Haze was created. We think this cross
shows the great potential of a cross between new-school and old-school and are very happy with the result. You have to try it to believe!

Auto Skywalker Haze is a robust Sativa dominant autoflower strain with a high yield and very potent buds with a high THC content
Auto Skywalker Haze produces robust and stable autoflower plants. This Sativa dominant cannabis strain is known for strong and sturdy plants
that can take a beating. Most ladies grow into large plants with a real Sativa appearance.

These phenotypes can grow quite tall with wide and long branching, thin leaves and elongated Sativa buds. These phenotypes usually take a
little longer to mature. The flowers, which are completely covered in crystals, may have a tendency to foxtail slightly, but that doesn't take away
from its true beauty. These buds also become a lot more compact than you might expect from the Sativa appearance.

There are also phenotypes that remain just a little more compact and tend more towards the hybrid side. These mostly Skywalker-dominant
phenotypes grow very hard and compact buds, sometimes reaching as thick as a Coke bottle.

All plants have a good flower-to-leaf ratio and trimming the plants is relatively quick. Some plants can even be picked completely by hand and
are ready really quickly. The small sugar leaves are also completely full of resin and trichomes, so you don't necessarily have to be very precise.
If you want use it, then you have excellent trim to make your own hash, oil or other cannabis concentrate.

Auto Skywalker Haze generally has a short internode distance. The flowers can grow nicely together and completely fill the branches from top to
bottom with sticky buds.

Most Sativa-dominant plants usually have a little more space between the buds. This lady can also stretch a lot. Outside we have seen
occasional plants that have reached a height of more than two metres in the open ground. That is very exceptional for an autoflower.

This auto can be grown both indoors and outdoors. Indoors she takes an average of 12 weeks to mature, most Sativa dominant phenotypes can
take 1-2 weeks longer. These do give an exceptionally large harvest. Outdoors, she may take 1-3 weeks longer in adverse or cold conditions.

The genetics used for Auto Skywalker Haze guarantee the following properties:

A medium to large autoflower with a very favourable flower-to-leaf ratio
A THC-rich autoflower with an extremely high THC percentage averaging between 20-25%!
Auto Skywalker Haze produces strong and robust plants that can grow quite tall. These Sativa-dominant autoflowers provide a real XXL yield
A stable, easy-to-grow autoflower that grows from seed to harvest in approximately 12 weeks indoors and is suitable for all types of growers and
growing conditions.
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Effects of Auto Skywalker Haze
Auto Skywalker Haze has a powerful high, the effect is a combination of a head high with a body stone. The high hits very hard and fast.

The onset of the high can be quite overwhelming at times, but becomes more mellow as time goes by. It really is a very potent effect that can
last for several hours. The effect is mainly uplifting, energetic, social and relaxing.

This hybrid effect ensures that you can relax both mentally and physically. She often seems to lean a little more towards the Sativa side of the
genetics, but the subtle Indica effect is also present in even the most Sativa dominant phenotypes.

It is the ideal strain if you are looking for something strong to switch off completely. Ideal for after a busy, stressful day or if you want to have a
good laugh or an evening of TV 'binge-watching'. A great strain to share with friends who appreciate a strong and unique strain of weed just as
much as you do!

The flowering time of Auto Skywalker Haze
Auto Skywalker Haze generally takes about 12 weeks from seed to produce fully mature plants ready for harvest. There are two phenotypes of
Auto Skywalker Haze that take a little longer, around 13 to 14 weeks.

These are really worth the wait! During the last few weeks the buds get a lot thicker and heavier and the potency continues to increase.
Outdoors, Auto Skywalker Haze takes an average of between 12-15 weeks to fully mature.

In the most favourable and sunny conditions she will need about 12-13 weeks and in the colder and wetter areas the cycle will take an average
of 14-15 weeks.

If you want to let her mature a bit faster, we recommend placing her in the sunniest spot in your garden and growing her in a container (of
average size, around 10-15L). Just make sure you provide plenty of water at all times, because if she dries out, it won't help either yield or
potency.

The yield of Auto Skywalker Haze
Auto Skywalker Haze is a high yielding autoflower with XXL potential. In some exceptional cases, the plants can even reach a height of between
1.50 - 2 metres.

However, they usually stay a little smaller and most plants will reach around 75-100cm. So there are Sativa dominant phenotypes to be found
that can grow twice as big! Of course, this only applies if they are grown in good conditions.

Single plants can yield between 50-100g per plant on average, and even more provided they receive adequate soil, light, nutrition and care. In
an indoor grow, Auto Skywalker Haze can also provide very generous yields.

A yield of 450-600 g/m2 can be achieved indoors. Around 500 g/m2 on average in good conditions. In the hands of an expert, even more is
possible and you may be able to reach 600 grams.

Outdoors, plants will yield between 25-75g on average, but if grown in a sunny area, several hundred grams per plant are also possible.

Expert advice on Auto Skywalker Haze
Auto Skywalker Haze is a Sativa-dominant hybrid autoflower with a hybrid plant and leaf structure that clearly leans more towards the Sativa
side of the genes. Like many Sativa dominant cannabis plants, it is a real 'light lover'.

This means that she can handle high light levels and a lot of (sun) light. The best yields are possible when grown under powerful lights indoors
or in a sunny and dry climate outdoors. She also does well in polytunnels and greenhouses.

Her powerful branches ensure that she can be grown naturally. However, towards the end of the flowering phase, the buds can become so thick
and heavy that some support is required. This can be a godsend, especially with the more stretching Sativa-dominant phenotypes. She is a very
suitable plant for both a SOG and SCROG grow.

A good tip is to germinate her directly in the final pot, especially when you work with a small number of plants per m2. If you have limited height,
you can bend, snap and 'supercrop' her and therefore scrog her. There are not many autoflowers that are suitable for this, but this lady is
capable enough!

Information about Auto Skywalker Haze
Auto Skywalker Haze is one of those autoflowers that shows once and for all that plants from autoflower cannabis seeds are in no way inferior
to their photoperiod parents. With her sky-high THC percentage of no less than 26.2%, she is one of the strongest autoflower genetics in
the world!

This Dutch Passion auto really is a fantastic strain to smoke. It has such a strong effect combined with great bag appeal that it is impossible to
distinguish this strain from the most potent photoperiod cannabis strains.
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There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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